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Historically, teaching online has been more of an isolated experience, with faculty largely siloed and keeping best practices to themselves.
However...There is much that we can learn from each other
In Fall 2021 we decided to SWITCH THINGS UP...

Nominations Accepted November 1-15, 2021
Conference January 17-February 4, 2022

- Rebranded program
- Nomination only
- Category based
- Reward based
- Recognition focused
Rather than previous requests to have faculty submit their own best practices...

Faculty were asked to nominate their peers...
...and the submissions were astonishing (we used to have to beg for submissions!)

In all we had:

- 40 peer nominations
- 15 awards offered
- 13 awards accepted
- 11 presentations
Here is how we did it

- Nominations Accepted November 1-15, 2021
- Conference January 17-February 4, 2022
- We identified five distinct tracks:
  - Student Engagement
  - Technology Integration
  - Instructional Strategies
  - Assessment
  - Student Learning
- A Rubric was developed to evaluate the submissions
- Submissions went through a peer review process
Here is an example of the presentation that received the MOST views during the conference

- https://www.canva.com/design/DAEe23OUYFU/8wFYO8n9KyvGkf1S4RfHTg/view?utm_content=DAEe23OUYFU&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton